


Computer Computer Computer Computer Science and Science and Science and Science and Engineering DepartmentEngineering DepartmentEngineering DepartmentEngineering Department    

VISIONVISIONVISIONVISION    

Imparting quality technical education to learners in the field of Computer Science and 

Engineering to produce technically competent software personnel with advanced skills, 

knowledge and behaviour to meet the computational global real time challenges. 

MISSIONMISSIONMISSIONMISSION    

M1:  To impart the quality technical education through training in fundamentals of software and 

hardware in the field of computer science and engineering with global standards. 

M2:  To educate the students to become software professionals and lifelong learners through 

professional training and practice. 

M3: To develop professional ethics in students to lead the life with good human values.  

M4: To be a state of the art research centre in the field of computer science & engineering 

promoting innovation and research. 

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES:PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES:PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES:PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES:    

The Program Educational Objectives (PEOs) of Computer Science and Engineering are as 

follows: 

PEO-1: Graduates shall effectively apply their engineering knowledge to analyze, design and 

develop software for contemporary problems. 

PEO-2: Graduates utilize the knowledge of theoretical computer science to adept emerging 

technologies and tools for changing needs of industry.  

PEO-3: Graduates shall exhibit social, ethical responsibilities and effective communication 

skills. 

PEO-4: Graduates shall be able to get employed in software industry, pursue higher studies or 

become entrepreneurs.  

PEO-5: Graduates shall be able to develop focus on research in the field of computer science & 

engineering to meet the industry needs.    
PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSOs)    
PSO 1: The graduates will be able to use programming methodologies to solve problems by 

suitable softwares. 

PSO 2: The graduates will be able to interpret the fundamental concepts, functionality of 

hardware and software aspects of computer systems. 

PSO 3: The graduates will be able to implement software engineering practices and 

methodologies for the analysis, design, development, operation & maintenance.



Message from thMessage from thMessage from thMessage from the desk of Chairmane desk of Chairmane desk of Chairmane desk of Chairman    

 

Sri Kallam Haranadha Reddy, Chairman, KHIT 

I am absolutely delighted to hear that our college is releasing the magazine “PRAGNA” which 

kindles the inside fire as the tradition is being continued to present the talent and performances of 

our young, budding and upcoming professional technocrats. 

It is really great pleasure to publish various technical programs and educational- 

entertainment activities of all the departments. The pursuit of knowledge has never been so 

challenging, as it will be today. Our main motive is to feed hunger of young minds with 

professional skills and updated technical knowledge. So I feel highly elated at the progress of our 

students. 

I assure you that the minds of young professionals will be enlightened with knowledge and 

experience through this magazine. 

BEST WISHES!!! 

    

    

    



Message from the desk of DirectorMessage from the desk of DirectorMessage from the desk of DirectorMessage from the desk of Director    

 

Dr.M UmaSankara Reddy,Director, KHIT 
I have great pleasure to know that the students of our college is bringing out a first class 

magazine “PRGNA” for the year 2015-2016. Bringing out a magazine is not an easy task, but it 

is a venture of the combined efforts of students and teacher. The main thrust of this magazine is 

to achieve human excellence, shape the personality of the students through a host of academic, 

extra curricular and co-curricular activities and instilling in them the moral ethics. 

‘Ambition, Planning, Hard work and courage are the key for the success. “Let the mind 

be cheerful but calm. Never let it run in to excess, because every excess will be followed by 

reaction”. I wish every success to the venture. 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    



Message from the desk of PrincipalMessage from the desk of PrincipalMessage from the desk of PrincipalMessage from the desk of Principal    

 

Dr Ch Srinivasa Rao, Principal, KHIT 

I am very pleased to note that PRAGNA volume-II brought out is appreciated very well. 
Hearty congratulations to the editorial team. The name & 

fame of institute depends on the caliber and achievements of the students and teachers. 
The role of the teachers is to nurture the skills and talents 

of the students as a facilitator. This magazine is going to showcase the strength of our 
institute. Let this be a forum to exhibit the potential of faculty 

and students with their literary skills and innovative ideas.  

I extend best wishes for the success of this endeavor. 

Message from HOD Message from HOD Message from HOD Message from HOD ........    
 It is a great pleasure for me to congratulate the editors, teachers and 
students for contributing their skills and talents in bringing out the 
second volume 
of the magazine ‘PRAGNA’ 2015-16. The magazine showcases the 
Academic, extra curricular activities of our college students. 
On this occasion, as the Head of the department, I wish all the success 
for the magazine and best wishes to those who are involved in the 
publication of magazine. 

Mr B.Satyanarana Reddy, HOD,  
CSE Department 

 

 

 

 



Departmental profileDepartmental profileDepartmental profileDepartmental profile::::    

Computer Science and Engineering Department of KHIT provides a quality learning environment, in terms of 

inspiring teachers, state-of-the-art facilities, experience sharing and widening the knowledge horizon, interacting 

with experts from academia and industry, facilitating the student in the process of growth in the computer field. 

Learning is a continuous process and does not end with the acquisition of a degree, especially because steady and 

rapid advances in Computing Technologies shorten the life of tools and techniques prevalent today.  

CSE department has 25 teaching and 10 nonteachings Faculty included 2 doctorates. Our department has 10 

Computer Labs. During last year 120 students were joined in CSE branch. ____ students were got selected in on-

campus placements from first batch(2010-14). 
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SNo Faculty Name   Designation 

1 Dr.B.TARAKESWARARAO Professor 

2 Dr. CHANDRASEKHAR DV Professor 

3 Dr. Md. UMAR KHAN  Professor 

4 Mr. B.S.N REDDY, HOD & Associate Professor 

5 Mr. SAMSONU CH  Asso. Professor 

6 Mr. RAJIVJETSON V  Asso. Professor 

7 Mrs. PADMINI K  Asst.  Professor 

8 Mr.SANDEEPKUMAR A  Asst.  Professor 

9 Mr. PALETI LAKSHMIKANTH Asst.  Professor 

10 Mr. CHITTI BABU RAVELA Asst.  Professor 

11 Mr.LAKSHMINARAYANA.G Asst.  Professor  

12 Mr.RAMAKRISHNA.B  Asst.  Professor 

13 Ms. NAGALAKSHMI P  Asst.  Professor 

SNo Faculty Name   Designation 

14 Mrs. SANTHI KOLLI  Asst.  Professor 

15 Ms. S.L PARVATHI S  Asst.  Professor 

16 Mr. ANIL BABU K  Asst.  Professor 

17 Mrs. NIRMALA MADURU Asst.  Professor 

18 Mr. KRISHNA REDDY.S  Asst.  Professor 

19 Ms. NAGA MALLIKA K   Asst.  Professor 

20 Mrs. LAVANYA POLURI Asst.  Professor 

21 Mr. CHAKRAVATHI T   Asst.  Professor 

22 Mr. K.KRANTHI KUMAR Asst.  Professor 

23 Ms. SUDHA RANI GUMMADI   Asst.  Professor 

24 Mr. SRINIVASA RAO.S   Asst.  Professor 

25 Mr. ANKAMMA RAO MOGILI  Asst.  Professor 

26 Mr. K.SRINIVASA REDDY  Asst.  Professor 



Articles: 
          

Facts about Google 

Here's a fact that everyone owning a piece of technology is aware of: Google is 

your number one search engine. Not only is it a portal to access everything 

you'd like to know, but it also acts as an amazing backup when your parents 

come to check up on you (don't give me that look, we know that whenever you 

notice anyone else looking at the screen over your shoulder, you change tabs to 

Google.com and just stare at it until they leave). However, here are some, 

rather interesting facts about Google that you may not know.                           M.Sravni 

FACT 01: 

When you perform a Google search, the machine checks the Google index to determine the 

relevant search results to be displayed to you. The search engine considers 200 factors before 

displaying you the best results for your query. Google uses a special algorithm called the 

Googlebot to generate search results. 

Sometimes,  the results are rather surprising. 

 

FACT 02: 

Google owns a cluster of domains such as, Google.com, Gogle.com and Googlr .com which 

directs to Google.com, which is completely reasonable. However, Google also owns 

466453.com. If you take a look at your telephone keypad, you will notice  that the numbers 

match up to the lellter as so: 4 - GHI, 6 – MNO, 6 – MNO, 4 – GHI, 5 – JKL. 3 – DEF, thus 

making 466453 as Google. So, if on typing any of these knowingly or unknowingly, it doesn't 

take you to some strange page. Instead, you'll land up on Google.com only. 

FACT 03: 

When Google was founded in September 1998, it served ten thousand search queries per day. 

Currently, there are more than 2 million Google searches per second. The search engine finds a 



trillion unique URL's on the web. Crawls many billion sites a day and processes numerous 

searches every month. 

FACT 04: 

Google takes on the best projects that could change the world for millions of people. In 2012, 

Google introduced the Cherokee language in Gmail, which is the first Native American Tribal 

language added to its list. As part of this effort, Google also added Cherokee to its recently 

launched virtual keyboards for Gmail. 

FACT 05: 

On August 30, 1998 the concept of the Google Doodle was formed when company co-founders 

Larry Page and Sergey Brin placed a simple s�ck-figure drawing behind the second “o” in the 

word “Google”. To notify the Google users that the founders were “out of office” at the Burning 

Man festival in the Nevada desert they made the first Google logo art. 

FACT 06: 

Google's search index is so huge (100 million gigabytes) in size that it would require about 

100,000 one-terabyte personal drives to store the same amount of data. 

FACT 07: 

The only company with a clear goal to reduce the amount of time people spend on its site might 

be Google. Google engineers are encouraged to spend about 20 percent of their work time on 

projects that interest them using a policy often called as Innovation Time Off. 

Massive Disruption is coming with Quantum Computing.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next year, we may see the launch of the first true quantum computers. The implications will be staggering. 

What is Quantum Computing?...  Moore’s Law (or the exponential growth of integrated circuits) is actually 
referring to the fifth paradigm of computing. Here’s the list of the underlying technologies: (1) 
Electromechanical; (2) Vacuum Tube; (3) Relay; (4) Transistors; and (5) Integrated Circuits.  

 Quantum computers may well be the sixth paradigm, given that they work in a fashion that is entirely 
different from “classical” computers. A classical computer performs operations using classical “bits” — these 
“bits” can be in only one of two states: “0” or “1.” In contrast, a quantum computer uses "quantum bits," or 
"qubits." Thanks to a principle called quantum superposition, these qubits can have a value of “0”, “1,” or both 
“0 AND 1” at the same time. This capability allows quantum computers to solve certain types of complex 
problems that are intractable for conventional computers. Frankly, really exciting problems for society today. 

 The power of qubits is that they scale exponentially. A two-qubit machine allows you to do four 
calculations at once. A three-qubit machine can do eight calculations. A four-qubit machine gives you 16 
calculations, all simultaneously. By the time you get to 300 qubits, you’ve got a computer that can do more 
“calculations” than there are atoms in the universe. That’s why the blog TechTarget describe the quantum 
computing this way:  “Development of a quantum computer, if practical, would mark a leap forward in 
computing capability far greater than that from the abacus to a modern day supercomputer, with performance 
gains in the billion-fold realm and beyond.” 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  

 

What are the Implications of Quantum Computing?... The implications of true quantum computing at scale 
are staggering, of extraordinary impact to society today. These are top 5 applications: 

1. Machine Learning: Much of machine learning is about “pattern recognition.” Algorithms crunch large 
datasets to find signals in the noise, and the goal is to maximize the number of comparisons you make between 
data to find the best models to describe that data. With quantum computing, we’ll be able to do this processing 
orders of magnitude more effectively than with classical computing. Quantum computing will allow you to 
compare much, much more data in parallel, simultaneously, and all permutations of that data, to discover the best 
patterns that describe it. This will lead to fundamentally more powerful forms of AI much more quickly than we 
expect. Expect quantum computing to cause a positive inflection point (upward) for the speed at which the world 
develops AI (which, by the way, is why Google is working so hard on it). 

2. Medicine: Quantum computing will also allow us to model complex molecular interactions at an atomic level. 
This will be particularly important for medical research and drug discovery. Soon, we’ll be able to model all 
20,000+ proteins encoded in the human genome and start to simulate their interactions with models of existing 
drugs or new drugs that haven’t been invented yet. Based on the analysis of these drug interactions, we’ll be able 
to find cures for previously incurable diseases and hopefully accelerate the time to market for new drugs. Using 
quantum computer simulations will be the way we design and choose our next generations of drugs and cancer 
cures. 

3. Chemistry (and Climate Change): Worried about the climate crisis? Wondering what we can do about it? 
Quantum computers may be our newest tool to understand what is going on and to fight it. They will allow us to 
unlock “simulation-driven” solutions, perhaps design new catalysts that actually capture carbon from the 
atmosphere and turn it into new and valuable products at low cost and energy use. 

 

 

 

Who is Working on Quantum computing??....There’s a race going on — a race to prove something called 
“quantum supremacy. Quantum supremacy is essentially the test that validates that the computer you have is, in 
fact, a quantum computer. In the U.S., three major players are in the game right now: Google, IBM , Rigetti 

Computing, a startup out of Silicon Valley 

 Both Rigetti Computing and Google believe they will reach “quantum supremacy” in the next 12 to 

18 months. Think about that: the next one to two years…The revolution is coming fast. To put this into 
perspective, I had a chance to catch up with Chad Rigetti, the CEO of Rigetti Computing. Below is a picture of 
the most powerful ‘classical’ computer on the planet, Tianhe-2 in Guangzhou, China. 

4. Material Science & Engineering: Because we can simulate atomic interactions, we’ll explore and invent 
entirely new, better materials. We might find better superconductors, better magnets, materials that will allow us 
to create much higher energy density batteries, and so on. Since 2011, the U.S. federal government has granted 
over $250 million to the Materials Genome Initiative in an effort to “discover, manufacture, and deploy 
advanced materials twice as fast, at a fraction of the cost.” 

5. Biomimetics, Energy Systems & Photovoltaics: Scientists believe that much of the world is built atop 
quantum systems. Processes like photosynthesis, for example, are likely dependent on quantum mechanical 
systems. Thus, as we look to the natural world for inspiration to build better energy systems or stronger 
materials, we’ll only fully realize their potential when we can model these processes with quantum computers. 
This will lead to many advances and discoveries across the board. 

Bottom Line: When quantum computing pans out, we’ll be able to control the very building blocks of the 
universe. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

"Don’t say you don’t have enough time. You have exactly the 

same number of hours per day that were given to Helen 

Keller, Pasteur, Michelangelo, Mother Teresa, Leonardo da 

Vinci, Thomas Jefferson, and Albert Einstein." 

 – H. Jackson Brown Jr. 

 

 It costs $400 million. The computer burns about 
20 megawatts of electricity — enough to power 
20,000 households. And it’s about half the size 
of a football field, with 3.2 million Intel cores.
 President Obama, in the attempt to drive 
America’s return to high-performance 
computing supremacy, declared that the U.S. 
would build an exoscale computer, 30x more 
powerful than Tianhe-2, by 2020.The problem is 
this: With current technology, it will cost a 
billion dollars and will require a nuclear power 
plant to run the supercomputer. “We need to do 
this,” explains Chad Rigetti. “But there is 
another path. Quantum computing.” 

Below is a picture of two developmental systems in Rigetti’s lab in Berkeley, CA. The big white cans about the 
size of a human are cooling systems, and inside each cooling system is a single quantum chip. In these machines 
today, there is a five-qubit processor.                            

 

The crazy part: A single chip with about 50 to 60 
qubits on it would be more powerful than the entire 
Tianhe-2, a half-a-football-field-sized machine… 
This is what quantum computing unlocks. Rigetti is 
rapidly developing quantum integrated circuits and 
the software platform that will allow developers to 
build on top of them. Along with efforts at Google, 
IBM, D-Wave, and many other companies and 
research labs around the world, we are rapidly 
approaching a quantum computing revolution. Get 
ready to see the future of the computing world.... 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At a restaurant, a cockroach suddenly flew from somewhere and sat on a lady. She started 
screaming out of fear. 
 
With a panic stricken face and trembling voice, she started jumping, with both her hands 
desperately trying to get rid of the cockroach. Her reaction was contagious, as everyone in her 
group also got panicky. The lady finally managed to push the cockroach away but ...it landed on 
another lady in the group. 
Now, it was the turn of the other lady in the 
group to continue the drama. 

The waiter rushed forward to their rescue. 
In the relay of throwing, the cockroach next 
fell upon the waiter. The waiter stood firm, 
composed himself and observed the 
behavior of the cockroach on his shirt. 
When he was confident enough, he grabbed 
it with his fingers and threw it out of the 
restaurant. 

Sipping my coffee and watching the 
amusement, the antenna of my mind picked 
up a few thoughts and started wondering, was the cockroach responsible for their histrionic 
behavior? If so, then why was the waiter not disturbed? He handled it near to perfection, without 
any chaos. 

Name:  B Priya Reddy 

Year: III, 128X1A0506 

 

This quotation form Jackson Brown Jr, a great American author best 

known for his inspirational book, Life's Little Instruction Book, inspired 

me a lot. Even I also did the same, saying that I don't have enough time 

to learn new thing s other than the subjects in my curriculum. But after 

reading this words, I just observed my tasks on that day. I found that I 

have some time to spend for learning new thing. So as a friend what I 

suggest you is, just have a keen observation on your one day schedule, 

you will definitely know what you are doing and it will help you 100% 

and will make way to your success. 

A beautiful speech by Sundar Pichai - an 

IIT-MIT Alumnus: 

The cockroach theory for self development 

Name: P Sasikala 

Year:III   Regd.No: 138X1A0553 

 The following inspirational words by Sundar Pichai 

makes us to think and change our behavior with people.   



It is not the cockroach, but the inability of those people to handle the disturbance caused by the 
cockroach, that disturbed the ladies. 

I realized that, it is not the shouting of my father or my boss or my wife that disturbs me, but it's 
my inability to handle the disturbances caused by their shouting that disturbs me. It's not the 
traffic jams on the road that disturbs me, but my inability to handle the disturbance caused by the 
traffic jam that disturbs me. More than the problem, it's my reaction to the problem that creates 
chaos in my life. 

Lessons learnt from the story: 

I understood, I should not react in life. I should always respond. The women reacted, whereas the 
waiter responded. Reactions are always instinctive whereas responses are always well thought of. 

A beautiful way to understand.......LIFE. 

Person who is HAPPY is not because Everything is RIGHT in his Life.. 

He is HAPPY because his Attitude towards Everything in his Life is Right..!! 
 
 

 
By  …TARUN BALA JOSEPH REDDY DONDETI 

 



Students AchivementsStudents AchivementsStudents AchivementsStudents Achivements 

The following students were participated in various works shops and paper presentations. A.Giridhar 

placed in Second place in Technical Quiz  and Paper presentations at KITS. J.Ramya Reddy placed 

in second place in Paper Presentation at St.Marys College.  

S.No Name  Name of the Event  Organized by Award won 

1 A.Giridhar  Web Design Workshop KL Univerisity Participation 
2 G.Chandana  Web Design Workshop KL Univerisity Participation 
3 M.Manisha Reddy Web Design Workshop KL Univerisity Participation 
4 Ch .Anusha  Python Workshop KL Univerisity Participation 
5 Ch .Anusha  Paper presentation KITS  Participation 
6 A.Giridhar  Technical Quiz  KITS  2nd Prize 
7 A.Giridhar  Project  Expo  KITS  Participation 
8 A.Giridhar  Poster Presentation KITS  Participation 
9 A.Giridhar  Paper presentation KITS  2nd Prize 
10 G.Chandana  Paper presentation KITS  Participation 
11 K.L. M Reddy  Project Expo  KITS  Participation 
12 Ch.Jayasri  Paper presentation KITS  Participation 
13 M.Manisha Reddy Paper presentation KITS  Participation 
14 P.Kalyan Ram  Paper presentation KITS  Participation 
15 J.Ramya  Reddy  Medha(Quiz)  LBRCE  Participation 
16 J.Ramya  Reddy  Poster Presentation LBRCE  Participation 
17 M.S Sindhuja  Medha(Quiz)  LBRCE  Participation 
18 M.S Sindhuja  Poster Presentation LBRCE  Participation 
19 M.S Sindhuja  Yantrora   LBRCE  Participation 
20 J.Ramya Reddy  Yantrora   LBRCE  Participation 
21 J.Ramya Reddy  Paper Presentation St.Marys 2nd Prize    

StudentStudentStudentStudent    PublicationPublicationPublicationPublication    

• Mr. Siva Kishore Student of C.S.E. M.tech, has published a paper,IJCA Vol. 132 No. 15 in Dec, 2015. 

• Mr. Kommuri Manoj Student of C.S.E. M.tech, has published a paper, IJCA vol. 131 No.114 in Dec, 

2015. 

Faculty AchievementsFaculty AchievementsFaculty AchievementsFaculty Achievements    

Faculty PublicationFaculty PublicationFaculty PublicationFaculty Publication    

• Mr. B. Satyanarayana Reddy, presented a paper in CIET on 30th and 3st Jan 2016. He published a paper in IJCST 

Vol.133 No.1 in Jan 2016. 

• Dr. B. Tarakeswara Rao, presented a paper in CIET on 30th and 3st Jan 2016. He published two papers in IJCST 

Vol.133 No.1 in Jan 2016. 

• Mr. G. Lakshmi Narayana, published a paper in IJCST Vol.133 No.1 in Jan 2016. 

• Mr. Rama Krishna, has attended a two week Faculty Development Program on BigData conducted at K.L. 

University From 26th April to 6th May 2016. 



• Mr. P. Lakshmi Kanth, has attended a two week Faculty Development Program on BigData conducted at K.L. 

University From 26th April to 6th May 2016. 

• Mr. A. Sandeep attended 60 hours Professional development training for oracle Academy Course - java 

Fundamentals and programming conducted at R.V.R & J.C college of Engineering From 24th June 2016. 

• Mr. T. Chakravarthi  attended 60 hours Professional development training for oracle Academy Course - java 

Fundamentals and programming conducted at R.V.R & J.C college of Engineering From 24th June 2016. 

• Mr. K. Santhi attended 60 hours Professional development training for oracle Academy Course - java Fundamentals 

and programming conducted at R.V.R & J.C college of Engineering From 24th June 2016. 

Mr. S.Krishna Reddy attended 60 hours Professional development training for oracle Academy Course - java 

Fundamentals and programming conducted at R.V.R & J.C college of Engineering From 24th June 2016. 

Faculty Workshops: 

• Mr. B. Satyanarayana Reddy , Head of the Dept.  attended an International conference conducted at NEC, 13th and 

14th Aug,2015. He published a paper in IJCST Vol. 6 Issue 4, from Oct to Dec 2015. He Attended 21 days DST 

sponsored training conducted at University college of Engineering from 14th Oct to 3rd Nov, 2015. He attended a 

workshop conducted at R.V.R. & J.C. on 27th and 28th Nov,2015. 

• Dr. B. Tarakeswara Rao , attended an International conference conducted at NEC on 13th and 14th Aug,2015. He 

has attended 21 days DST sponsored training program conducted at University college of Engineering from 14th Oct to 

3rd Nov,2015. He has attended a workshop conducted at R.V.R & J.C. on 27th and 28th Nov,2015. He published papers 

in IJCA Vol. 10 No. 6 in Oct 2015, IJCST Vol.6 issue 4 from Oct to Dec, 2015 , IJCA Vol 132 No.15 in Dec 2015, IJCA 

Vol 131 No.14 in Dec 2015.  

• Mr. V. Rajiv Jetson attended 21 days DST sponsored training at University College of Engineering from 14th Oct to 

3rd Nov 2015. He received “Best Teacher” award for the academic year 2014-15.  

• Mr. G. Lakshmi Narayana, attended a 2 day workshop conducted at R.V.R. & J.C. on 27th and 28th Nov 2015. 

• Mr. R. Chitti babu  attended a 2 day workshop conducted at R.V.R. & J.C. on 27th and 28th Nov 2015. 

• Mrs. P.Naga Lakshmi attended a 2 day workshop conducted at R.V.R. & J.C. on 27th and 28th Nov 2015. She 

published a paper in IJCA vol. 132 No.15 in Dec 2015. 

• Mrs. K. Shanthi attended a 2 day workshop conducted at R.V.R. & J.C. on 27th and 28th Nov 2015. 

• Mr. CH.Samsonu has attended 21 days DST sponsored training conducted at University College of Engineering, 

from Oct 14th to 3rd Nov 2015. 

• Mrs. M.Nirmala has attended a 2 day workshop conducted at R.V.R. & J.C. on 27th and 28th Nov 2015. 

• Mr. P. Lakshmi Kanth has attended 21 days DST sponsored training conducted at University College of 

Engineering, from Oct 14th to 3rd Nov 2015. 

• Mr. S. Krishna Reddy has attended a 2 day workshop conducted at R.V.R. & J.C. on 27th and 28th Nov 2015. 

    



Events ConductedEvents ConductedEvents ConductedEvents Conducted    

A Guest Lecture on “Interactive Session with students for campus placements”  was organized in 

the college campus by Mr.C.G.Jeevan, Sr.HR,HGS, Bangalore on 19/1/2016 

A Guest Lecture on “Guest Lecture on “Computer Networks”  was organized in the CSE 

department by Dr M Sitarama Prasad, Professor & HoD,CSE, KL University  on 18/2/2016 

A 5-Day workshop on “PHP & MySQL” was organized in CSE department by Mr. K Shankar 

Mahesh, CEO, FLYWINGS Group on 04/03/2016 to 8/3/2016 

 

PHP & MySQL workshop 

    

Placements:Placements:Placements:Placements:    

The following students got selected in various companies in On-campus placements drive during 

2015-16 A.y 

1. Two students , Bommisetty Lakshmi Nikhitha, Vippala Geetha Reddy were selected for the 

company All Online , Bhubaneswar. Salary is Rs. 3.0 LPA 

2. Two students K. Rajasekhar, M. Lakshmi Sindhuja were selected for Exide Batteries Insurance 

Ltd. Salary is Rs. 1.20 LPA 

3. Three students Allu Sai Mahitha, Bommu Priya Reddy, Jonnala Ramya Reddy were selected for 

Intone Networks, Hyderabad. Salary is Rs. 1.44 LPA. 

4. Two students N. Phani Gayatri, T. Durga Sai Sree were selected for S' Peak Solutions, 

Vijayawada. Salary is Rs. 1.50 LPA. 



5. Five students Gayam Manikanth Reddy, Mullapudi Sri Lakshmi, Namburu B V L P Manoj, 

Preetham Mutluru, Thulluru Indu Priya were selected for Sutherland, Global Solutions. Salary is 

Rs.1.80 LPA 

6. Three students K. Ganga Maheswari, P. Kiran, A Akhil Reddy were selected for Intone 

Networks, Hyderabad. Salary is Rs. 1.20 LPA. 

 

 

STAFF  COORDINATORS: 

• Prof. B.Satyanarayana Reddy, Professor 

• Dr.B.Tarakeswara Rao, Professor 

• Mr. G.Lakhminarayana, Asst. Professor 

• Mr Ch Samsonu, Associate Professor 

• STUDENT COORDINATORS: 

• B.Priya Reddy(128X1A06) 

 

• D Jai Jawahar Reddy (138X1A0517) 

• Vanga Srikala(138X1A0573) 

• Addagalla Giridhar (148X1A0501) 

• M.Sravani(148X1A0558) 

 

 


